ABSTRACT
Introduction
the clustering technique is based on grouping data objects into disjoint clusters in such a way that the data in each cluster are similar to and yet different from the others. enormous amounts of data are stored in autonomous, geographically distributed sources over networks with limited bandwidth and a great number of computational resources. in traditional clustering methods all data have to be located at the place where they are analyzed. this approach is practically not suitable in the case of multiple distributed datasets, since all the data cannot always be transmitted from different local sites to a single location for global clustering to be performed. that is why alternate distributed clustering algorithms reduce the communication overhead, central storage requirements and computation times (8) . in recent years, limited attention has been paid on proposing intuitionistic fuzzy based clustering (i.e. using intuitionistic fuzzy set theory (3)) for centralized environment. it is proved that intuitionistic fuzzy based Fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering can be more efficient and more effective than the well established FcM algorithm (4, 5) . hence, it is required to incorporate intuitionistic fuzzy approach with distributed fuzzy clustering to deal with uncertainty among the dispersed data objects and obtain effective and efficient fuzzy clusters in distributed environment (7) . this paper proposes a generalized net model of such intuitionistic Fuzzy based Distributed Fuzzy clustering (iFDFc) algorithm.
Materials and Methods
Intuitionistic fuzzy based distributed fuzzy clustering (IFDFC) algorithm the iFDFc algorithm (7) requires that each element is to be converted into a pair of membership and non-membership values. A new procedure for intuitionistic fuzzy representation of numeric data is derived, by modifying the definition for intuitionistic fuzzy representation of digital image (9) . in this process, the crisp dataset is first transferred to fuzzy domain and sequentially into the intuitionistic fuzzy domain, where the clustering is performed. the main idea of distributed clustering is to achieve global clustering which is as good as the best centralized clustering algorithm with limited communication required to collect the local models or local representatives into a single location, regardless of the crucial choice of any clustering technique in local site (6). As described by Visalakshi et al. (7) , in the IFDFC process, firstly, minimum and maximum values of each feature vectors are extracted from all local datasets and transmitted to central place, where global minimum and maximum values are identified. these two values are used to convert real scalar values of local datasets into a pair of global iF data objects. next, the IF objects of local datasets are clustered using modified FcM to obtain cluster membership matrix (cMM) and local centroids in terms of membership and non membership. All local centroids are merged into a pair of centroids datasets and clustered using the same modified FCM algorithm at central place, to group similar centroids and obtain global centroids. the cMM of local datasets are then updated using global centroids to obtain global fuzzy clusters of distributed datasets (7) . the experimental analysis is performed with ten benchmark datasets such as Breast cancer, Bupa liver Disorders, Dermatology, hepatitis, iris, Mammographic, Page Block, Pima indian Diabetes, Starlog-Australian, Wine.
GN-model
the generalized nets (Gn) (1, 2) are widely used in modelling and representation of different processes. here the above algorithm is represented with Gn, described in Fig. 1 , which contains 7 transitions, 19 places and three types of tokens: p in number α-tokens, one token β and p in number γ-tokens. in the next time-moment this token splits into two tokens: token α i that enters place 3 l without a new characteristic and token γ i that enters place 2 l . The first γ-token (we will mark it without index i ) enters 2 l with characteristic All α-tokens are collected step-by-step in place 6 l without a new characteristic and after this, again step-by-step, enter place 5 l , where they obtain a characteristic
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We must mention that here we use one special capability of the Gn-models: token β enters place 7 l with the above mentioned characteristic. its value is necessary for the next Gn-functioning, but this token is not necessary for the future process. therefore, it will remain only in its (input for the Gn) place. in place 9 l each one of the α-tokens obtains the characteristic 
All α-tokens are collected step-by-step in place 11 l without a new characteristic and after this, again step-by-step enter place 10 l , where they obtain a characteristic 
Conclusions
clustering techniques are applied in many application areas such as data analysis, pattern recognition, image processing, and information retrieval. it is noteworthy that the performance of the iFDFc algorithm is almost same as the performance of centralized clustering. hence, iFDFc approach can be used which avoids storing data in a single site. in this paper, a Gn model of this algorithm is described. in particular it may be applied to databases with biomedical data in order to improve pattern recognition accuracy.
